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Abstract 

 

In the Belgian political debate, regional and national identities are often presented as opposites, 

particularly by sub-state nationalist actors. Especially Flemish nationalists consider the Belgian state 

as artificial and obsolete and clearly support Flemish nation-building as a project directed against a 

Belgian federalist project. Walloon or francophone nationalism has not been very strong in recent 

years, but in the past Walloon regionalism has also directed itself against the Belgian state, amongst 

other things accused of aggravating Walloon economic decline. 

Despite this deep-seated antagonism between Belgian and Flemish/Walloon nation-building projects 

its roots are much shorter than most observers believe. Belgium’s artificial character – the grand 

narrative and underpinning legitimation of both substate nationalisms - has been vehemently 

contested in the past, not only by the French-speaking elites but especially by the Flemish movement 

in the period that it started up the construction of its national identity.  

Basing ourselves methodologically on the assumption that the construction of collective and national 

identities is as much a result of positive self-representation (identification) as of negative other-

representation (alterification), moreover two ideas that are conceptually indissolubly related, we 

compare in this interdisciplinary contribution the mutual other representations of the Flemish and 

Walloon movements in mid-nineteenth century Belgium, when the Flemish-Walloon antagonism 

appeared on the surface. By launching in 1840 a petition demanding the use of Flemish language – 

Vlaemsch or Nederduitsch - in matters of local governance in what then was called the Flemish 

provinces, a budding Flemish movement set its first steps on the political scene. As a political Walloon 

movement only came into existence as a reaction around the 1890’s, we will analyze other 

representation by francophone elites and the first Walloon philologists. The sources for our discussion 

of othering strategies in this early period of Belgian history are public sources such as cultural 

magazines and brochures, through which national movements intended to gain legitimacy. 

The analysis shows that on both sides, actors not only situated themselves eagerly inside the Belgian 

framework; they represented themselves as indispensable for the legitimation of a Belgian identity and 

represented the other as a threat for the completion of this undertaking. The francophones considered 

a general frenchification as key for the anchoring of  a Belgian identity, as this would unify the 

country and be a vehicle for high cultural education and emancipating values, necessary to stand up 

to the menace of the ‘negative external other’ personified by the Dutch kingdom of William I. In 

contrast to this, Flemish elites aimed to root this Belgian identity by stressing the Flemish character, 

history and language as distinctive features necessary to stand up to the annexionist menace of the 
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‘negative external other’ France. In their respective discourses both camps accentuated their Belgian 

patriotism, accusing the national ‘internal other’ of jeopardising the fragile unity of the young country 

by benefitting the menacing ‘external other’. Flemish and francophone elites represented themselves 

as being the best, the most original and the most efficient Belgians… not least by unmasking the fake 

ones. 

 

Introduction 

 

Although considered as crucial in very diverse theoretical work on nations and nationalism, the role of 

the ‘other’ in national identity construction has scarcely been empirically researched in a detailed.1  

 

It is widely acknowledged that an 'us' can't exist without a 'them': the construction of collective 

identitites in general and of national identities in particular is at least as much the product of (negative) 

alterification as of (positive) identification, two concepts that are also inextricably linked. Given this 

relation between the national Self and the Other, the study of nationalism should also more concretely 

be the study of the first and third plural pronouns – telling ‘us’ who ‘we’ are, realising that there can 

be no ‘we’ without ‘them’.2 

Particularly when a nation’s (right of) existence is contested, its individuality has to be proven, which 

inevitably leads to pointing out and emphasizing differences with one or more ‘others’, for instance 

through the historic representation of the nation, reinterpreting events so as to accentuate differences 

between ‘us’ and ‘them’, or through its spatial construction, defining who and what is outside the 

national boundaries.  

However, the focus on construction and representation of an ‘us’ in most empirical work tends to 

ignore this interdependence and dynamics between ‘us’ and ‘them’.  

 

This importance in the legitimisation of nations, makes construction and representation of an ‘other’ 

crucial for new nation states as well as for sub state nationalist movements contesting the legitimacy of 

the existing state. In the latter case, the ‘other’ will be part of the same institutional context and 

                                                        
1 For theoretical work on nations and nationalism, see e.g. Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities. 
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, London, Verso, 1983; David Beetham, xxx, Michael 
Billig, Banal Nationalism, London, Sage, 1995; Walker Connor, Ethnonationalism: The Quest for 
Understanding, Princeton, Princeton University Press, 1994; Brian Jenkins and Spyros A. Sofos (eds.), Nation & 
Identity in Contemporary Europe, Routledge, London – New York, 1996; On the role of the ‘other’ in national 
identity, e.g.: Pille Petersoo, ‘Reconsidering otherness: constructing Estonian identity‘, Nations and Nationalism, 
13, 1, 2007, p. 117-133; Anna Triandafyllidou, “National identity and the ‘other’”, Ethnic and Racial Studies, 
Vol. 21, N° 4, 1988, 593-612. 
2 Billig, Banal Nationalism, p. 75. On how inclusive and exclusive pronouns can be ‘most revealing of the 
boundaries separating Self and Other’, see also: Stephen, Harold, Riggins, ‘The Retoric of Othering’, in: 
Stephen, Harold Riggins (ed.), The Language and Politics of Exclusion, Thousend Oaks / Londen / New Delhi, 
Sage Publications, 1997, p. 1-30. 
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therefore not ‘external’ but ‘internal’. Despite the rise of sub state nationalism in the past decades, the 

role of such ‘internal’ others was subject of even less academic interest. 

  

We can make a similar observation for the Belgian case: much was written on the construction and 

representation of Belgium, Flanders and Wallonia, but not on that of their ‘others’. In the 

historiography of both the Flemish and the Walloon movement the role of the 'other' is only mentioned 

implicitly, although the Flemish-Walloon antagonism has strongly marked political life and its 

historical accounts.3 

 

This paper wants to fill the void, by analysing discourses of the young Flemish movement about 

French-speakers and Walloons as well as those of francophone and Walloon elites about the Flemish 

and the Flemish movement in the mid nineteenth century in Belgium. This way, we want to uncover 

the strategies, master narratives and topoi that tried to establish and strengthen a Flemish and Walloon 

identity. Our contribution more specifically focusses on the first half of 1840 when the Flemish 

movement undertakes political action for the first time: a petition aimed at the Chamber of 

Representatives for the use of the own language in local government and court cases on the own 

territory.4  

 

This thematic mark out is not without methodological implications. As we only analyse elite discourse 

- intellectuals who in oral or written form represented the (sub state) nation - we take a top down 

approach, which can be considered as going against recent trends such as history from below and 

people’s history: the immense majority of the Belgian population which was illiterate and excluded 

from every political decision making process, largely remains outside our scope. The sources for this 

study limit themselves to public texts of prominent figures of the embryonic Flemish movement and 

reactions of francophone/Walloon elites. This corpus is formed by cultural magazines that were 

created by the Flemish movement around 1840, brochures (often extra prints of articles published in 

magazines) and a number of articles in newspapers.5  

                                                        
3 Recent historiographical surveys of the Flemish and Walloon movements are to be found in: Marnix Beyen, 
‘Een uitdijend verhaal. De historiografie van de Vlaamse beweging, 1995-2005’, Wetenschappelijke Tijdingen, 
LXIV, special issue, 2005, p. 18-34. Chantal Kesteloot, ‘L’historiographie du Mouvement Wallon’, 
Wetenschappelijke Tijdingen, LXIV, special issue, 2005, p. 36-57. 
4 The historiography of this specific episode is old. Among the most valuable contributions are to be mentioned: 
Ger Schmook, ‘Fragment uit “Kleine studie naar aanleiding van Jan Frans Willems’ Honderdste Sterfdag”. 
Genesis van het Petitionnement van 1840-41’, Antwerpen, Mercuricus, 1946. (overprint: Tijdschrift voor 
Geschiedenis en Folklore, 1946, p. 107-138. Without number); Lode Wils, ‘Het Vlaams petitionnement van 
1840. De bijdragen van Leuven en Antwerpen’, Bijdragen tot de geschiedenis inzonderheid van het oud 
hertogdom Brabant, (overprint), 1958, p. 143-155; Guy Lernout, ‘Het Vlaams petitionnement van 1840 en de 
reakties van de Belgische pers’, Standen en Landen, 1972, p. 11-78. These contributions were also useful for 
their references to and citations of the daily newspapers of that period. 
5 Th. Coopman & Jan Broeckaert, Bibliographie van den Vlaamschen Taalstrijd, Eerste deel. 1787-1844, Gent, 
Siffer, 1904. As such daily papers form no part of our corpus. When mentioned, we base ourselves mainly on 
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To inquire how Flemish and Walloon/francophone elites constructed a positive self representation 

('us') and a negative other representation ('them') we will rest on the Austrian linguist Ruth Wodak 

who offers a set of five relevant and useful questions for the analysis of ‘us’ and ‘them’. First, how are 

collectivities named and referred to linguistically? Second, what traits, characteristics, qualities and 

features are attributed to them? Third, by means of what arguments and argumentation schemes do 

social groups try to justify and legitimise the inclusion/exclusion of groups? And finally, are the 

respective utterances articulated overtly; are they intensified or are they mitigated?6  

 

(Sub state) national identity construction and the other 

The role of the ‘other’ is often mentioned in classic works on national identity and nationalism. For 

instance, Anderson states that one of the crucial characteristics of an imagined community is that it is 

inherently limited.7 Religious followers may dream of once converting the world, but a nation, by 

definition, can never encompass the planet and always has a border, presuming ‘other’ nations. Or as 

Billig puts it: ‘If nationalism is an ideology of the first person plural, which tells ‘us’ who ‘we’ are, 

then it is also an ideology of the third person. There can be no ‘us’ without a ‘them’.8 According to the 

concept of the ‘other’ is inherent to the nationalist doctrine and the self-conception of the nation in its 

unity, autonomy and uniqueness […] conditioned from outside, namely through defining who is not a 

national and through differentiating the ingroup from others’.9 The (right of) existence of many nations 

has not been/is not uncontroversial, so this often has to be legitimated, among other ways by proving 

the individuality of the nation, inevitably pointing out the differences with ‘others’.  

Thus, an important role is taken up by those ‘others’ in the historic representation of a nation. 

‘Collective memories of a historical event, say a battle, are reinterpreted in ways that emphasize the 

contrast between the ingroup and the outgroup.10 National construction of space is also an ‘other-

forming’ process, since it implies the construction of boundaries around the national space. It does not 

only enclose who and what is within the national boundaries, it also defines who is outside of it. The 

creation of boundaries helps constructing a ‘we’ and ‘them’. Also metonymical representation of 

national space and - more widely - of ‘the nation’ by a part of it, encompasses a clear differentiation of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Bibliographie van den Vlaamschen Taalstrijd ( BVTS) and on the above mentioned authors who did include 
daily papers in their primary sources. 
6 Ruth Wodak, ‘Discourse-analytic and Socio-linguistic Approaches to the Study of Nation(alism’, in: The Sage 
handbook of Nations and Nationalism, 2006, p. 113. For a typology of othering strategies, we also lean on 
Nikolas Coupland, ‘Other’ Representation’, in: Jan-Ola Östman en Jef Verschueren (eds.), Handbook of 
Pragmatics Online, John Benjamin Publishing, 2010 [1999]. 
7 Anderson, Imagined Communities, p. 7. 
8 Billig, Banal Nationalism, p. 78. 
9 Triandafyllidou, ‘National identity and the “other”’, p. 593-594. 
10 Ibidem, p. 598. 
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(the) ‘other’ nation(s).11 For example, the wild and barren landscape of western Ireland is used within 

the framework of an Irish national project to represent Ireland and differentiate with England which is 

represented by a more rural landscape.12  

 

Mass media, and particularly audio visual media, also have an inherently limited character and 

therefore intrinsically carry within them the notion of 'us' and 'them'. According to Gellner, the mere 

existence of centralized and standardized mass media implies the central idea that only those who can 

understand or learn the language and style of the broadcasts, belongs to a certain moral and economic 

community.13 Whoever does not or cannot, is excluded. As mass media have largely been organised in 

a national way, this audio visual space marks out the nation and creates a boundary between ‘us’ and 

‘them’, programs clearly not being aimed at the latter.  

 

The construction of an 'other' can be particularly crucial in cases where nationalists struggle to 

legitimize and thus prove the individuality of sub state national identities. In this respect, 

Triandafillydou makes a useful distinction between external and internal others.14 The former belong 

to a different political entity than the ingroup, while the latter belong to the same political entity.  

External others can comprise neighbouring countries, who claim the same or similar properties, myths, 

symbols ... and thus threaten the authenticity of the nation and its legitimate place in the world of 

nations. This can lead to the nation concerned to redefine its identity. ‘Internal’ others, too, can 

threaten the unity and authenticity of the ingroup, this time from within: ‘the external significant other 

is perceived as threatening to ‘wipe out’ the nation, while the internal significant other is viewed as 

threatening to ‘contaminate’ it.15 Because these internal others are close to or even within the 

‘national’ territory, and/or because they can dispute aspects of the national identity, they are a potential 

threat. However, the existence of these ‘others’ does not necessarily have to constitute a problem; it is 

especially in times of crisis, when the (symbolic) boundaries of the ingroup become unstable and/or 

unclear, that their presence can become significant. This is for instance the case during processes of 

nation building, when a national identity is being forged. Or in times of socio-political crisis, when the 

‘other’ can serve as a common enemy to integrate the nation internally or serve as a scapegoat. ‘they 

thus serve at strengthening the sense of belonging of the ingroup and demarcating its territorial, ethnic 

or cultural boundaries’.16 

                                                        
11 Kaiser, XXX, p. 232-235. 
12 Rose, XXX, 1995. 
13 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, Oxford, Blackwell, 1983, p. 163. 
14 Triandafyllidou, ‘National identity and the “other”’,  p. 600-603. 
15 Ibidem, p. 603. 
16 Ibidem, p. 603. 
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Sub-state nationalism can thus lead to the representation of a sub-state ‘other’. A 'bipolar' context such 

as the Belgian one, with two large language groups, obviously seems exceptionally suitable in this 

respect.  

 

The Belgian case of the 1840 petition 

 

Although the Belgian case looks crystal clear and appears grateful – two ‘antagonistic’ national 

movements which will develop into institutionalised nations, undermining quite soon the Belgian 

identity construction – a study of the mutual ‘othering’ processes unveils a more complicated relation. 

The development of both national movements is asymmetric for being influenced by ‘external factors’, 

i.e. national movements in one area provoking counter-movements in adjacent areas.17 The Flemish 

movement initiated the creation of a sub-nation inside Belgium around the 1840’s, whereas the 

Walloon movement came into existence around the 1890’s as a reaction on the Flemish prime mover.18 

This means that an incipient Flemish movement started to act without any comparable – symmetric – 

counterpart in the south of the country.  Moreover, from the very beginning of the Walloon movement 

the symmetric illusions would collide very soon on the existence of Brussels, originally Flemish but 

strongly francophone, and on the presence of the so called franskiljons, a nickname for the elitist and 

privileged French-speaking in the Flemish provinces. Whereas in the beginning, the Walloon 

movement defended French over the whole Belgian territory, a part of it will later on consider the 

francophones in Flanders as ‘a pebble in the shoe that hinders walking’.19  In the 1840’s when the 

Flemish movement entered the political arena, it mostly represented the French speaking as Walloon - 

Waalsch or Waelsch or Waelsche Belgen. It provoked Lode Wils to the witty remark that before 

‘becoming Walloon’, the Walloon movement acted as a movement for the frenchification of the entire 

country, an utterance that will be tested empirically in this paper.20  

Consequently, the Walloon discourse of the 1840s was not yet the product of a Walloon movement. In 

that sense we cannot speak of a Flemish-Walloon 'symmetry'. Also, the francophone and the more 

specific Walloon voices largely overlapped, just like the political and material interests of which they 

were largely the expression. The label 'Walloon' was used in a much larger meaning than today and 

covered all francophones. Nevertheless, the action of 1840 had an impact in the following years on 
                                                        
17 Joep Leerssen, ‘Viral nationalism: romantic intellectuals on the move in nineteenth-century Europe’, Nations 
and Nationalism, 17 (2), 2011, p. 257-271. 
18 On this question, a debate is going on. Chantal Kesteloot stresses that language is an elementary component of 
the ‘constitutive discourse’ of the Walloon movement and criticises the historiography that tends to hide this 
defence of the French language, perceived as imperialst policy. Philippe Destatte denies this centrality of the 
linguistic and stresses the defence of the Walloon values. Considering the linguistic question and the Flemish 
movement as determining elements for the activity of the Walloon movement, is for Destatte ‘destructive for the 
Walloon identity’. Destatte, L’identité wallonne, p. 408. Chantal Kesteloot, ‘Alliés ou ennemis? La place des 
francophones de Flandre dans le combat du mouvement wallon’, FrancoFonie, 3, 2011, p. 62. 
19 Kesteloot, op. cit., p. 50. 
20 Lode Wils, Van de Belgische naar de Vlaamse natie, p. 290-291. Wils commented on and joined Chantal 
Kesteloot, Au nom de la Wallonie et de Bruxelles français. Les origines du FDF, Brussel, Complexe, 2004. 
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how Walloon filologists and cultural regionalists spoke about Flamingantism. In that sense it is 

possible to speak of a 'before' and 'after' 1840. The 1840 petition, which was described by Ger 

Schmook as the ‘foreplay of the entire nineteenth century [Flemish] movement history’21, unleashed in 

the following decades the transformation of a mere literary movement into a political movement that 

at the end of the century called into life its Walloon antagonist. Even though ‘1840’ did not as such 

alter structures or power balances, based on William H. Sewell, we consider it as a a ‘occurrence’, 

unchaining other occurrences and resulting in a transformation of structures. Sewell defines this 

process as an ‘historical event’: occurrences that have momentous consequences, that in some sense 

‘change the course of history’ and – as was the case for the 1840 petition - ‘are recognized as notable 

by contemporaries’.22 

 

 

Walloons: brothers but also egoists 

 

A decade after the creation of Belgium, the Flemish intellectuals began to face a paradoxical situation. 

On the one hand, their movement for the promotion of Nederduitsch or Vlaemsch as alternative 

cultural language grew more confident and – not without difficulties and quarrels – progressed 

towards a unified spelling, although this struggle would last five years until 1844. It was a petty-

bourgeois, urban movement, ‘democratic’ in its objectives (‘raise the people by civilising it in the 

vernacular’), but not in its practices (‘for the people but not by the people’).23 Because they dealt with 

language and literature, these men of letters – letterheren – considered themselves as the heart of the 

young Belgian nation. They reclaimed to be the ‘complete Belgians’ – ‘super patriots’ – for 

personifying the Dutch language and, in so doing, proving the uniqueness of their Belgian fatherland 

in a period wherein writers, historians, painters and sculptors were mobilise to demonstrate the 

significance and the historical raison d’être of the young nation, denied by a powerful and menacing 

neighbour as France which language was already dominant.24 As Jo Tollebeek wrote, for this first 

generation Flemish movement ‘Belgian loyalty, flamingantism, and anti-French persuasions were 

woven into their work’.25 On the other hand, this flourishing movement experienced a gap between the 

national theory and practice: French unilingualism discredited the official narrative on the unity of the 

                                                        
21 Schmook, op.cit., p. 129. 
22 William H. Sewell,Jr., 1996, ‘Historical events as transformations of history: Inventing revolution at the 
Bastille’, History and Theory, Vol. 25, 6, 1996, p. 841-881. See also: William H. Sewell, Jr., Logics of History. 
Social Theory and Social Transformation, Chicago and London, The University of Chicago Press., 2005. 
23 Luc Boeva, ‘Pour les Flamands la même chose’. Hoe de taalgrens ook een sociale grens was, Gent, 
Provinciebestuur Oost-Vlaanderen, 1994, p. 34-35. 
24 Harry Van Velthoven, De Vlaamse kwestie, 1830-1914. Macht en onmacht van de Vlaamsgezinden, Kortrijk, 
UGA, 1982, p. 81. Tom Verschaffel, Beeld en geschiedenis. Het Belgische en het Vlaamse verleden in de 
romantische boekillustraties, Turnhout, Brepols, 1987, p. 36-37. 
25 Jo Tollebeek, ‘Historical Respresentation and the Nation-State in Romantic Belgium (1830-1850), Journal of 
the History of Ideas, 59 (2), 1998, p. 335-336. 
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Belgian nation.26 The simultaneous pursuit of patriotic unity and the launch of an action on linguistic 

grievances in 1840 caused a tension producing a double discourse on the Walloon ‘other’. 

Although launching an action with a political significance, the Flemish elite did not want to be 

misunderstood in regard to her Belgian patriotism and the will to find ‘synthesis’ and unity with the 

Walloons. For the flamingant and Belgian-patriotic member of parliament  Pierre De Decker only this 

unity could offer a future to the country, on the condition that it would be the result of equality and 

justice. ‘That future resides entirely in the unity. Flanders understand this, we are profoundly 

convinced of this. But they understand that this unity, to be lasting and real, rests on justice, on an 

equal respect for all the rights, on a perfect balance of all the interests.’.27 The restoration and 

consolidation of Belgian unity via equality and justice became the leitmotiv of the Flemish movement 

and characterised its discourse on the Walloons: ‘(…) that they finally respect and maintain our 

language in the same way as the language of our French-speaking brothers is and has to be 

respected’.28 In the letter accompanying the petition it was stated that ‘‘We desire to live in peace with 

our Walloon brothers and try to avoid any national quarrel’.29 Very often Walloons were called 

‘brothers’. In the petition it was part of an anticipating mitigated discourse with regard to the ‘Walloon 

brothers’ as well as to the central authorities. ‘We think that they will reach out voluntarily for our 

hand in order to repair unity’.30 In this kind-hearted and generous discourse the ‘foreign’, French 

influence was designated as the main cause of the broken unity. France was represented as the 

negative external ‘other’. French language was perceived as a vehicle for the introduction and 

dissemination of ideas and values considered as alien and incompatible with the ‘people’s 

characteristics’. The petition stated: ‘The Belgian youth, in old times so religious when they were 

educated in Vlaemsch, starts to get so frivolous and unreligious as one is by our southern neighbour, 

due to the influence of strange ways of thinking and bad French books of which our country 

overflows’.31 The French strangeness was characterised by values as rationalism and secularism. In 

opposition to these values, the Flemish movement – including the urban and more liberal men of 

letters – represented the Flemish regions and ‘soul’ as rural and religious, threatened by what Jan-

Frans Willems called a ‘literary phalanx’, ‘ a gallican army with its headquarters in Brussels’.32  This 

self-representation confirmed the idea of ‘being invaded’ by ‘thousands of foreigners attracted to the 

country to increase our frenchification’.33 Moreover, this generalised frenchification of the capital and 

the ‘Flemish regions’ generated a new kind of French-speaker inside the own circle. For some people 

                                                        
26 Greet Draye, Laboratoria van de natie. Literaire genootschappen in Vlaanderen, 1830-1914, Nijmegen, 
Vantilt, 2009, p. 35. 
27 Pierre De Decker, Du petionnement en faveur de la langue flamande, 1840, p. 10.  
28 Wils, Het Vlaams petitionnement van 1840. De bijdragen van Leuven en Antwerpen, p. 146. 
29 Lernout, Het Vlaams petitionnement van 1840, p. 16. 
30 Petition, Kunst- en Letterblad, 1840, p. 9. 
31 Petition, Kunst- en Letterblad, 1840, p. 9. 
32 Jan-Frans Willems, ‘Petit plaidoyer en faveur de la langue flamande’, L’Indépendant, 56, 25 February 1840, 
BVTS, 496, p. 194-196. 
33 Petition, Kunst- en Letterblad, 1840, p. 9. 
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of the north of the country, the use of French and the frenchification of their families became a mean 

of upward mobility, creating – together with Walloons settled in the Flemish provinces to occupy the 

better civil servant jobs – the so-called franskiljons, stigmatised as ‘degenerated cowards’ as did  

Hendrik Conscience in the much cited preface of his famous novel The Lion of Flanders.34 They were 

accused of ‘exchanging the religious nature of their fathers for alien godlessness’.35 

The negative representation of France and French, threatening from the outside and invading the 

homeland, including the franskiljon-menace from the inside, strengthened the homogeneity among 

flamingants. The self-representation became flemishised by representing the Flemish originality as 

indissolubly religious and rural in sharp contrast with the French Voltairean values: ‘In our villages 

where everything is Flemish (…) where we are educated, either in the schools or in the churches, in 

our own language in the Christian doctrine.’36 

Flemish and Walloon otherness did not have to be an obstacle for fraternisation, as long as it was 

acknowledged. This otherness was not only a matter of language, it was at least as much a matter of 

customs, traditions and ethics. ‘In vain some people pretend that the desired legislation on language 

will be an obstacle for the fraternisation of Walloons and Flemings’.37 For the Flemish activists it 

would suffice if the Walloons would acknowledge that their ‘Flemish brothers’ were in a delicate, 

subordinate position which jeopardised the desired unity. Tactically, the flamingants appealed to the 

empathy of the Walloons who during the Dutch rule suffered the same treatment. ‘With one glance at 

the past and another at the present you will not deny the fairness of our request. The representatives of 

the Walloon regions just have to remember the sad impression on their disposition caused by the 

introduction of the Dutch language in their administrative matters’.38 Under the Dutch rule the 

Flemings supported the Walloons actively. Willems emphasised that ‘the good peasants of Flanders’ 

approved the petition in favour of the Walloons. Now, he added, it would suffice if the Walloons 

showed some empathy.’39  

The negative representation of France, French language, ideas and values also influenced the discourse 

on the Walloons, who were reproached of having ‘all the privileges and benefits (…) while the 

Flemings, despite of being the large majority of the population, were forced to render themselves 

blindly to their leadership, which represents one of the hugest humiliations a nation can experience’.40 

The suffered injustice was stressed by pointing at the Flemish numerical majority. As Jan-Frans 

                                                        
34 Hendrik Conscience, De Leeuw van Vlaenderen of de Slag der Gulden Sporen, Antwerpen, Van Dieren, 1860. 
First published in 1838. 
35 C.F.A. Duvillers, De Fransquiljonnade of dichtproef op de verbasterde Belgen, Gent, Vanryckegem, 1842, p. 
V. 
36 Petition, Antwerp, country side version. Wils, Het Vlaams petitionnement van 1840. De bijdragen van Leuven 
en Antwerpen, p. 153. 
37 Kunst- en Letterblad, 1840, p. 57. 
38 Petition, Antwerp, city version. Lernout, p. 26. 
39 Jan-Frans Willems, ‘Petit plaidoyer en faveur de la langue flamande’, L’Indépendant, 56, 25 February 1840, 
BVTS, 496, p. 195. 
40 Petition, Kunst- en Letterblad, 1840, p. 9. 
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Willems wrote: ‘Two third of the Belgians are form German origin and speak Flemish’.41 The Flemish 

literary men positioned the Flemings as an oppressed majority and consequently the French-speaking 

people as a oppressing minority.  

This representation was powerful, had a homogeneising effect, reinforced by the introduction of the 

topic of humiliation. The inevitable suffering that accompanied this humiliation allowed to claim a 

moral superiority.42  This humiliation was reinforced by contrasting it sharply with the heroic 

historical self-representation mostly based on the medieval County of Flanders.43 The image of 

‘humiliation’ was also confirmed by the self-representation as ‘slaves’ or ‘pariahs’: ‘Now they shall 

finally have the right to show that they are not willing to be considered as the Pariahs of Europe’.44 

Other Flemish spokesmen, especially the catholic clergymen of Leuven, refuted any contrasting 

comparison with the Walloons, considering this as a step that could jeopardise the fragile Belgian 

construction. They reproached the Ghent initiators of the petition to ‘shout to loud at the Walloons, 

forgetting that they are powerful and detain a lot of influence in the Chamber of Representatives’.45 

The reproach was above all tactical and did not challenge the broad consensus about the grievances 

and, at last, the petition as a means of action. The tactical differences – as well as interpersonal 

quarrels -  resulted in several petition texts (initially Ghent, then Leuven and finally two Antwerp 

versions) that, however, did not diverge with regard to the demands.46  

Despite the tactical remarks of canon David and his group, the moderate and mitigate discourse with 

regard to the ‘Walloon brothers’ was from the first weeks and months of 1840 accompanied by a 

second discourse, the quasi unavoidable consequence of the need to legitimate the action and 

demarcate more strongly the own ‘camp’.  

 

In the absence of comprehension and empathy, Walloons were accused in this discourse of being 

egoistic. In spite of being ‘brothers’, the same Walloons took advantage of the linguistic situation and 

were compared with the French. ‘Before there existed many complains about Dutch people heading 

the administration; today they are substituted by the Walloons’.47  In this discourse no distinction was 

made between Walloons and francophone elite. Walloons were (part of) the francophone elitenstalige 

                                                        
41 Jan-Frans Willems, ‘Petit plaidoyer en faveur de la langue flamande’, L’Indépendant, 56, 25 February 1840, 
BVTS, 496, p. 195.  
42 In this context, George Schöpflin wrote about ‘myths of redemption and suffering’ and ‘myths of unjust 
treatment’, which he considers ‘key aspects  of Christian doctrine’. George Schöpflin, ‘The Functions of Myth 
and a Taxonomy of Myths’, in: Geoffrey Hosking en George Schöpflin (eds.), Myths and Nationhood, London, 
Hurst & C°, 1997, p. 29-30.  
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1850, Leuven, Universitaire Pers Leuven, 2003, p. 101-102. 
44 XXX 
45 Letter from Jan Nolet de Brouwere van Steeland to Snellaert, 28 January, 1840. Nolet added that David, De 
Ram and other clergy men ‘don’t completely agree with you’. (cited in Wils, 1958: 144-145).Geciteerd in: Wils, 
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46 De integrale Leuvense tekst is te vinden in : Wils, Het Vlaams petitonnement van 1840. De bijdragen van 
Leuven en Antwerpen, p. 146-149. 
47 Kunst- en Letterblad, 1840, p. 6. 
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elite, as a minority they controlled state power and organised the ‘invasion’ of the Flemish provinces. 

According to Jan Bormans, flamingant and at that time teaching classical philology in Liège, the 

Walloons were ‘too egoistic to raise against an act of oppression if they did not suffer themselves’. 

Self-interest instead of empathy with regard to the Flemish people who represented themselves as 

‘victims’. The Antwerp version of the petition stated: ‘With the revolution of 1830 the Walloons 

obtained freedom and supremacy, the Flemings slavery and humiliation’.48 Here, the Flemish 

humiliation was said to be the responsibility of the Walloons and the outcome of the revolution was 

questioned: ‘The revolution of 1830 resulted very unfavourable for our language; French was again 

imposed to us, not by invincible French armies, but by the Walloons, not even one third of the Belgian 

population. And now, after ten years, despite our petitions, we are oppressed by the same yoke!’.49 

This second discourse had older roots. From the origins of the Flemish movement, when Flemish 

originality was demarcated, differences were stressed and essentialised, as in the first issue of Kunst- 

en Letterblad in 1840: 

 

‘As long as we climb up in history, we find our Fatherland inhabited by German nations (…) 

When the Roman troops approached, Gaul’s habitants of Celtic origin bowed slavishly the 

heads (…) The Flemings, on the contrary intimately connected with their traditions and 

language, only beard grumbling the Roman yoke (…) Since those times until today, the 

frontier of the Flemish language was more or less maintained’.50 

 

The positive self representation as ‘Flemings’, preserving in hard times their traditions and language, 

was indissolubly linked with the negative representation of the ‘other’, a difference that was also 

ethnically rooted: Gauls from Celtic origin, bowing the heads for ‘Roman troops’ of whom they took 

over the Latin language, while neglecting their proper Walloon.  The antagonism was essentialised by 

attributing the ‘other’ negative natural features as servility and dullness and by situating the origin of 

this discord far away in history. The ‘other’ became abnormalised  because the ‘normal situation’ – 

the starting point – was imagined as a fatherland inhabited by German nations.  When defending the 

petition against its critics in 1840,  Jan-Frans Willems wrote about ‘the German nationality to which 

we belong since at least twenty centuries’.51 

The ‘Walloon brother’ was on the one hand represented as an equal from whom empathy was 

demanded in order to make Belgium together in a ‘one plus one’-formula. But, on the other hand, he 

                                                        
48 De postryder van Antwerpen (15 February 1840) and Den Antwerpenaer (18 February 1840). Lernout, Het 
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51 Jan-Frans Willems, ‘Petit plaidoyer en faveur de la langue flamande’, L’Indépendant, 56, 25 February 1840, 
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was by nature also a ‘semi-Belgian’, whose material self-interest jeopardised the unity of the country 

and oppressed the Flemish people. 

The whole legitimacy of the Flemish movement was based on the grand narrative of the unity of the 

country and the conditions that this unity required. The movement acted from a position of oppression, 

suffering and humiliation, notwithstanding being numerically the majority of the Belgian population. 

 

Flemings: inferior but also haughty 

 

In spite of a few exceptions, the Flemish strategy aiming at receiving empathy on Walloon side 

seemed not very successful.52 Once the campaign encountered positive echo in the Flemish provinces, 

silencing stopped to be an efficient strategy and the action started to be commented as a straight attack 

on the Walloon positions: ‘The petition for the adoption of Flemish as an official language and for the 

exclusion of Walloons out of public jobs in the Flemish provinces gets a lot of support and the 

eagerness to sign is extreme.’53 The emphasis on a supposed ‘exclusion of the Walloons’ through an 

attack on the position of the French language represented the Flemish movement and its supporters as 

a critical ‘other’ and reinforced the own identity as a threatened camp, demanding a response. In this 

representation the Flemish movement was an aggressor, jeopardising with its audacious action the 

fragile Belgian status quo. In this discourse the concept of ‘exclusion’ became recurrent : ‘So it is 

against this exclusion of the French language that I stood up’, wrote Baron Frederik de Reiffenberg 

answering De Decker’s defence of the petition and emphasising the word ‘exclusion’ himself.54  A 

common front came into existence against the petition and the Flemish movement that launched it, 

composed by virulent anti-flamingant authors, mostly unionists, prominent catholic and liberal 

politicians, but also French journalists and Walloon authorities. Basically, the different components of 

this broad alliance - labelled by flamingants as the ‘Walloon quarters’ – shared the same political and 

material interests. A generalised frenchification of Belgium simplified the Walloon social mobility in 

Brussels and in the local Flemish administration (the so-called ‘invasion’). Moreover and in the same 

time, it homogeneisised and stabilized the young nation state. As a consequence of this common 

position, the adjectives ‘French-speaking’ (or francophone) and ‘Walloon’ were mixed, not the least 

by the Flemish militants. 

In order to de-legitimise the Flemish action, mainly three strategies – often mutually linked – were put 

into practice. 

The first strategy consisted in denying that ‘Flemish’ could be or become a cultural language. It was 

on the contrary described as ‘abominable dialects spoken in the cities and the countryside of Flanders, 
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vulgar, anti-euphonic’.55 This denial was based on the argument that ‘Flemish’ had no unified spelling: 

‘Is it in favour of this uncultivated language, without numbness nor principles, that the same rights are 

demanded as for the French language?’56 It was also a subject of mockery: ‘Flemish scholars write in 

French to prove us that Flemish is the national language of the Belgians’.57 Moreover, this ‘language’ 

is doomed to disappear: ‘Yes, the Flemish language has to die, a beautiful dead, through time, without 

oppression’.58 This francophone self-confidence seemed to rest on a darwinist-spencerian estimation: 

‘Confronted with two languages and unless both possess equal forces in a powerful literature, it is 

necessary one has to be conquering, the other oppressed, there has always to be a moment when one 

will absorb the other’.59 The author continued: ‘As a political language, as a literary language, the 

Flemish language has to perish… the French language, knowing no political limits nor custom barriers 

(…) ruling despotically the world, conquering by nature, will annihilate the Flemish language by 

absorption and because it is the fittest, what always means it is the best, because the big fishes always 

eat the smaller ones’.60  

In the discourse of the francophone elite, the negative qualifications (inferiority, backwardness) of the 

language were extrapolated to the region… and its inhabitants. Kunst- en Letterblad reported 

extremely vexed that the Gazette de Mons agreed with the repudiation of Flemings because they 

owned less mental capacity and ability.61 Although not every Walloon or francophone paper defended 

this viewpoint as explicitly as the Gazette de Mons did, a hard demarcation was nevertheless drawn 

between a civilised south and a backward, underdeveloped and even barbarian north. Only a thorough 

and irreversible frenchification could assure this civilisation. The central government had to ‘spread 

French wherever it can, because it is the most powerful vehicle of modern civilisation’.62 For the 

francophone elite this was the keystone of Belgian patriotism, as stressed the catholic nobleman 

Robiano de Borsbeek: ‘For us Belgians, national unity, intellectual progress, sciences, literature, arts, 

urbanity, good behaviour, the means of communication with other people, the way of not being 

inferior compared with other nations, the simplification of matters that are already quiet 

complicated… all this, for us Belgians, is intimately linked with the perfect knowledge of French’.63 

By using and stressing repeatedly the first-person plural linked to the predicate ‘Belgians’, the author 
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minoritised implicitly every dissonant voice. Each contestation of the link national unity-civilisation 

was de facto abnormalised. 

Indeed, this resulted in a third strategy. The abnormalised Flemish movement was suspected of 

pursuing a hidden agenda. Behind the Flemish demands hid attempts to restore the link with the Dutch 

negative external ‘other’. Straightforward,  L’Indépendant accused the petition in favour of the 

Flemish language also being in favour of the government of Holland.64 This represented flamingantism 

as unpatriotic, a threat to Belgian harmony and unity. Willems’ attempts during the so-called Spelling 

War to bring the Flemish language as close as possible to the Dutch orthography were considered as 

an indication in that sense.’65 Francophones participated in the spelling debate, choosing the side of the 

particularists, aiming at a ‘genuine’ Flemish spelling far away of the Dutch one (The Flemish 

particularists, mainly lower Catholic clergy in West-Flanders, feared the protestant influence). Gazette 

de Liège accused Willems of preferring ‘Hollando-Flemish’ instead of ‘modern Belgian Flemish’.66 

Robiano de Borsbeek warned: ‘If the flamanomanie (sic) would conquer the minds’, then the allied or 

unified Flemish and Dutch languages could threaten Belgium’s equilibrium and situations similar as 

under Dutch rule could be reintroduced.67 The designation flamanomanie prolonged the abnormal to 

the unhealthy, the pathological. Defending actively the Flemish language became, in this 

representation, a pathological, irrational act. 

As in the Flemish discourses, the struggle for Belgian unity occupied a central position in the 

francophone discourses. The Flemish movement was accused of dividing Walloons and Flemings by 

accentuating their otherness. ‘Let us stop these dangerous debates. In Belgium there only have to be 

Belgians’.68 Instead of stressing the differences between Walloons and Flemings, francophones 

accentuated the unity of the Belgians: ‘We will fight with all our forces the distinctions between the 

Flemish and the Walloon provinces that threaten to extinguish the idea of a strong, united and compact 

Belgium… In Belgium, one has to see only Belgians’69 

Beside these francophone unionists, some specific Walloon voices participated in the debate. In the 

south of Belgium, just like their Flemish peers, Walloon elites supported actively the young Belgian 

nation. While they considered a fast and generalised frenchification as a blessing, a few Walloon 

philologists started efforts to preserve and promote local Walloon dialects and folklore. In response to 

the petition these Walloon voices did not follow the though francophone strategy of disapproval and 

ridicule. Gazette de Liège intended a different strategy, announcing to challenge De Decker’s text but 
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without questioning the patriotic feelings of De Decker and the initiators of the petition.70 This 

Walloon discourse admitted that Flemings and Walloons shared the same patriotic concerns. The 

accusation of having a hidden pro-Dutch agenda was absent. Just like the ‘moderates’ in the Flemish 

‘camp’, this discourse tried to appeal to the comprehension and empathy of the flamingants: ‘Without 

disapproval or ingratitude’, the newspaper challenged the petition ‘because the situation in Flanders is 

far from requiring the absolute pretentions of the petitioners, because these pretentions are unfair 

towards the Walloons, catastrophic with regard to the country (…) Freedom of language, that’s what 

we aim to maintain, a forced language, that’s what the petitioners want to establish in favour of the 

Flemish language’.71 Following this line of thought, Walloons would be discriminated in Flanders: 

they would lose their jobs because of their lack of knowledge of the Flemish language. This would 

provoke a strong reaction in  the Walloon regions, predicted the newspaper, and introduce ‘a feeling of 

retaliation that becomes justice’. Flemings would be ‘removed’ from ‘our provinces’ and this ‘second 

exclusion’ will lead to ‘the separation of two parts of the kingdom and the destruction of Belgian 

nationality’.72 A first ‘exclusion’ would provoke a second one. Main concern in this discourse was 

Belgian unity. Every centrifugal dynamic had to be avoid and the Walloons considered themselves 

exemplary by accepting French as common administration language and by not forcing the Walloon 

dialects as a full-fledged language.73 Unlike the Flemings we will not launch a petition for the Walloon 

dialects, wrote Gazette de Liège, adding that there were in Belgium as much Flemish and Walloon 

dialects as there were bell-towers.74 By stressing the almost uncountable abundance of Flemish and 

Walloon dialects, the newspaper reinforced the necessity of accepting French as unique administrative 

language. 

 

The main difference between the budding Flemish movement and the Walloon philologists was 

situated in the position they assigned to the dialects/languages. As a consequence of the fast 

frenchification, Joseph Grandgagnage, influential magistrate and one of the pioneers of the Walloon 

movement, would launch a few years later a struggle for the preservation of the Walloon dialects: 

‘Obviously we neglected too much our excellent Walloon, fascinated as we were by the French 

fashion (…)’.75 De facto this would lead to attempts of identitarian unification of regions with 

different historical backgrounds under different tutelages. Two years earlier, Ferdinand Hénaux 
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published his Études historiques et littéraires sur le wallon.76 The first organised group will be created 

in the next decade, when in 1856 de Société Liégeoise de Littérature Wallonne was launched and 

would very significantly be renamed as Société de Langues et de Littératures Wallonnes. Although 

these individuals and very small circles did not possess at that moment any political agenda at all, their 

main concern was – parallel with the Flemish movement – to preserve a Walloon language and 

heritage against French dominion. It also gave rise to a reinforced self-consciousness: ‘Finally we dare 

again to speak Walloon, we write and we sing Walloon, we publish compilations of ancient Walloon 

productions’. At first sight, there seemed to be a synchronicity between both ‘movements’. Both were 

Belgian-patriotic, both were concerned by the vernacular as elementary component of a Belgian 

identity in the making… But there was no synchronicity. In his Wallonnades, Grandgagnage attacked 

the Flemish movement. His discourse on the linguistic situation converged with the one of the 

‘unionist’ francophones. For him French represented ‘the real literary language of Belgium’, adding 

with lots of mockery: ‘after Flemish, of course, that beautiful and enormous language spoken, so they 

say, in Europe, over a surface of fifteen square meters’.77 After which he addressed himself directly to 

Jan-Frans Willems: ‘You make me very said, my dear mister Willems’. He called upon the Flemings 

to consider their language the same way as he considered Walloon: ‘an indefinitely curious object of 

study (…) but for the rest a simple literary amusette, a small literature of local colour’.78 The recurrent 

designation to describe the Flemish aspirations – ‘pretentions’ – received in this specific Walloon 

discourse its significance, coinciding with the discourse strategy of the francophone unionists: 

Walloon and Flemish were mere dialects and intending to rise such a dialect was an act of arrogance 

and haughtiness. 

 

Who are the real Belgians? 

 

Despite the great expectations, the 1840 petition resulted in a defeat. The supposed climax, the 

discussion in the Chamber of Representatives on Saturday 30th May, provoked no debate. The forms 

were delivered to the minister, but the legislation kept unaltered.79.  However, the Flemish bitterness 

did not influence the Belgian patriotism. In De Middelaer priest Peters called upon his readers: ‘Love 

your fatherland! Even if it is ungrateful, never hate your fatherland!’.80 Nevertheless it was no return to 

the starting point and, as Lernout, wrote, the petition cannot be considered as a complete failure.81 

During the summer, the Flemish action was carried on at the level of the provincial councils, with 

successes in Antwerp and East-Flanders. The embryonic Flemish movement had listed some concrete 
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demands and – after some hesitation – mobilised together, experiencing that it had a basis, although 

far from being a mass movement. Through the action and through the Walloon stubbornness it had 

sharpened its identity. Walloons were accused of jeopardising the country’s unity. De Decker warned: 

‘The movement has started ; it will take as much foolishness to deny it as blunder to try to stop it. 

Let’s above all think of regularising it, in order to prevent any span and any excess’.82 In the next years 

the interpellation of the ‘Walloon broters’ continued.83 

 

It did  not take much effort for the Walloon elite to block this attack on francophone hegemony, but it 

created a new enemy represented as the aggressor challenging the Belgian status quo: the Flemish 

movement and flamingantism in general. Both camps were strongly convinced of being the ‘best 

Belgians’. For the Flemish movement this meant the recognition of its ‘nationality’ and language as 

condition for freedom, unity and harmony in a Belgium of which they represented themselves as the 

genuine core. For the Walloon elites the Flemish efforts opened the gates of the disintegration, 

fragmentation and destabilisation of Belgium. For them, Belgium could only survive by becoming 

unilingual French and extinguish or domesticate all dialects and particularisms. Walloon authors 

agreed with French unilingualism and defended the status quo against ‘exclusion’. Walloon 

philologists defended the subordination of their ‘dialects’ which had to be cultivated without any 

pretention of becoming a cultural or administrative language. The Flemish movement identified itself 

as an oppressed majority, shepherd of an important nationality that was humiliated by a ‘semi-

Belgian’ minority holding all the power and by all means linked to decadent France. In their 

representation, Flemings were the victims of a French, francophone and Walloon ‘invasion’, turning 

them in ‘slaves’ and ‘pariahs’. The humiliation and the victimisation reinforced the own identity and 

homogeneised it, as well against the internal franskiljons as against the strange Walloons. The 

Walloon elites represented themselves as advocates of the civilisation of Belgium, including the 

retarded north of the country, and considered de frenchification as crucial for the success of this 

mission. But they considered themselves also as victims. They were aggressed and in the north 

‘excluded’ by a fanatical group fighting for irrational demands by wanting to heave a dialect on the 

level of a cultural language and, by doing so, jeopardising the Belgian project menaced of missing the 

train of civilisation. Both central alterity discourses had in their own camp a mitigated variant 

considering the others intentions as sincere but condemning the (Flemish) action or the (Walloon) 

passivity as most unfortunate and dangerous. 
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